
Solutions To Problems Crossword Puzzle
Based on the fictional sci-fi advice podcast / stppodcast.com
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Across
4 __ ___ Subspace Radio (where the time is now 

half-past irrelevant) 
6 Number of lives that Loaf has, multiplied by the number 

of lives Janet has 
7 Knows how to harvest a tiger gut from a tropula 
10 RITUAL COMBAT 
11 Melody has all knowledge possible about this slide 

whistle in her database, and it wasn't even programmed 
there, it's just that SOMEONE won't shut up about it 

12 Type of tennis that existed before Samantha's timeline 
shifted 

13 ___ ___ Zombort 
15 Janet is made partly out of ____ 
17 Space cult that thinks things into existence 
18 Co-authored papers on the subjectivity of subspace field 

dynamics as theorized by Flemulous Gorch 
21 All products advertised on Solutions To Problems are 

____ and ____ 
23 358th most popular human surname 
25 Number of broodlings Loaf has, possibly? 
26 23rd century grunge band 
27 Has gorgeous bloodshot eyes and various polished horns 

and has now decided to conquer you before you finish 
this puzzle 

28 ___ ____ memory wipes 
30 Loves to be read ISBN numbers from the ‘90s 
31 "She really fidgets my ___" 
32 Has many, many arms, and will wave them at you while 

you are broadcasting live 

Down
1 Place where you can buy a brain parasite to help you write 

better music 
2 Short name for the Time Travel and Inter-dimensional 

Regulations Agency 
3 Less impressionistic version of Star Trek 
5 Has experienced a rough weekend with an identical 

alternate evil twin wreaking havoc on all their 
relationships 

6 If you are ever stuck in a time loop, be sure to remember 
this vegetable 

8 Ghostcabbage is a famous one of these 
9 Element found in almost every episode of Solutions To 

Problems 
11 Keeps remembering different versions of reality than 

everyone else, and wants it to stop, you know? 
14 Perpetually incomplete corporate disaster that negatively 

affects Earth's tides 
16 Punishment where they implant a device in your brain so 

you’re only capable of speaking in verse 
19 Wrote dissertations on Blarble diplomacy & the 

coming-of-age rituals in vegetable life 
20 Hard to pronounce superfood; has all the amino acids you 

need, but without all the acid! 
22 Type of heterosexuality that, when uttered five times fast, 

signals the heat death of the universe 
24 Silicon-based creature that gets around with a single large 

wheel 
27 Did a study abroad program that was located ten years in 

their own future 
29 Favorite on-air phrase for an extraordinary, troublesome, 

or difficult problem that lacks an easy solution 


